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branding for...
a seriously fun mezcal
a curious canned wine
a noisy sound studio
a familiar wild florist
a pub with a colourful past
a Northampton shoemaker
a 1960's nightclub 
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I have 9 years’ experience in graphic 
design and in that time have crafted 

more than 50 impactful brand 
solutions. My clients are varied – from 

café mezcal to a 1960s nightclub – 
but my solutions are simple. 



Brand Identity
Brandbook 
Packaging
Illustration
Typography
Photography
3D Rendering

Dangerous Don is an exceptional artisanal mezcal 
that dares to be different through a variety of 
flavour distils. What was both challenging and 
charming about the drink is it’s double-sided 
character. It was important that I ally the serious 
matter of the drink's traditions and production 
methods with it’s playful party-loving counterpart. 
This duality informed every decision made, 
from the brand’s duotone palate to its authentic 
illustrative style. The end result was then printed 
directly onto the bottle using a manual silk-screen 
process, giving each one authentic individual feel.

Dangerous Don
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One Wild Wine
Brand identity
Logo Design
Label Design
Pattern Design
Typography
Copy Direction

One Wild Wine draws inspiration from the diversity of 
vineyards and wine regions across Europe to create 
good-quality, hassle-free canned wine. The aim of 
the identity is to create a brand that feels reputable 
without taking itself too seriously. The digitally 
drawn font calls on style cues from English Black 
Gothic type to present a brand that feels graceful 
and weighty. Implausible pairings poke fun at the 
snobbery that surrounds wine drinking, focusing on 
where the wine can be drunk. Finally a unique pattern 
helps each wine feel like a one of a kind.
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NWN Studio's 
Brand identity
Logo Design
Signage
Animation
Web Design

Noise Will Be Noise uses cutting-edge technology to 
offer high quality, flexible and affordable recording 
studios. The logo design effortlessly displays sound 
through the repetition of the brands initials, NWN, 
cleverly resembling noise while never shouting. Once 
animated, the effect is amplified and a new message 
of movement, flexibility and collaboration is shared. 
All of which is reassuringly contained within the logo's 
"sound-proof" key line. 
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That Wild Bunch 
Brand Identity
Logo Design
Shop Fascia
Signage Design
Photo Direction
Website Design

Tucked away down Camden Passage in Islington, 
That Wild Bunch is a small independently owned 
florist that wants to be noticed. After working in 
the flower industry for over eight years, the client 
was desperate to do something different. I found 
that few florist ever moved away from the cliché: 
whimsical lettering and decorative imagery. So 
I decided to go BIG with it! A bold, condensed 
typeface created the backbone of the brand, which 
all of their subsequent messaging then ‘stemmed'. 
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The Duke of Hamilton
Research
Brand Identity
Logo Design
Illustration
Pub Fascia
Copy Direction

First established in 1721, The Duke of Hamilton in 
Hampstead Heath is The Clifton pub’s much older 
brother. While owners Ben & Ed wanted continuity 
between the two properties, it was important to 
ensure The Duke shined independently. Research 
led me to a duel in Hyde Park between the Duke 
and his brother-in-law Lord Mohun. A dispute over 
money ended with both men being killed. This 
story became our inspiration for the branding.

https://bit.ly/33EKizs
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John White Shoes
Research
Rebrand
Logo Design
Packaging
JW Look Book
Web Design
Photo Direction

John White Ltd has been making shoes for a 
century. Mr White sold his first 90 pairs of shoes 
from a renovated paint-shop. Twenty years on, he 
became the biggest supplier of army boots during 
WWII. It's this message of success I wanted every 
box of John White shoes to communicate. "Keep 
believing" became the line. I crafted a crest and 
developed the John White signature to reinforce 
this message and help the brand to reconnect with 
its heritage. 
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Research
Brand identity
Logo Design
Signage & Print
Web Design
Photography

Raffles opened in 1967, quickly becoming an enclave 
for the very best of the Chelsea Set. A place where 
The Rolling Stones, Vivienne Westwood and Princess 
Margaret could let loose in private, fast-forward to 2017 
and the brand has lost it's appeal. We reconnected the 
brand with it's heritage by designing a fresh look and 
feel to complement the 70s and mid-century-inspired 
refurbishment. This was then seemlessly carried across 
the clubs interior and social platforms, giving the Kings 
Road something to shout about again. 

Raffles Chelsea
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